GLASS TROLLEY TRANSPORTATION

Glass Trolley Trucks

Glass Trolley Trailers

Transport Trolley Features
Metalcraft glass trolley transporters are purpose designed systems that allow you to transport your finished glass products from the processing line directly to your customer. Single handling saves time while reducing the possibility of rework claims.

Metalcraft trolley transport systems allows for purpose built trolleys to be manufactured to suit your specifications. This system is perfect for transportation of Double Glazed units or decorative glass.

All our trolley transporters are designed to carry full stock or over sized sheets on a standard glass carrier fitted to the opposite side where the trolleys are loaded. All Metalcraft glass carriers can be supplied with dry side curtains for load protection.
4.8M PLUS TWO TROLLEY TRUCK

Shown here is our 4.8M long PLUS two glass trolley transporter.

This carrier features two rear mounted 2M long fully self contained glass A-frame trolleys. These two trolleys are loaded from the drivers side of the truck and locked into place with a twist locking system. This carrier has a full 4.8M long x 2.4M high glass rack on the left hand side to allow oversized glass to be delivered at the same time as the trolleys. Internal glass racks can be accessed by side mount steps.
4.8M PLUS FOUR TROLLEY TRUCK

Shown here is our 4.8M long PLUS four glass trolley transporter.

This carrier features four side mounted 2M long fully self contained glass A-frame trolleys. These two trolleys are loaded from the drivers side of the truck and locked into place with a twist locking system. This carrier has a full 4.8M long x 2.4M high glass rack on the left hand side to allow oversized glass to be delivered at the same time as the trolleys.
Shown here is our 5.2M long PLUS two glass trolley transporter.

This carrier features four side mounted 2M long fully self contained glass A-frame trolleys. These two trolleys are loaded from the drivers side of the truck and locked into place with a twist locking system. This carrier has a full 5.2M long x 2.4M high glass rack on the left hand side to allow oversized glass to be delivered at the same time as the trolleys. This body allows for full rear access through container style doors which allows for the 3M long double internal racks to be loaded safely.
Shown here is our 7M long PLUS six glass trolley transporter.

This carrier features a full flat deck that allows six 2M long fully self contained glass A-frame trolleys or a centrally mounted A-frame to be transported within the covered sides of the body. This flat deck transporter has a Metalcraft glide top roof that allows for full overhead loading. The deck can also be used for general pallet transportation as the load can be secured with a full length tie rail.

GET FULL PRODUCT CATALOGUES ONLINE AT WWW.METALCRAFT.CO.NZ
Our 7M long PLUS six glass trolley transporter.

This carrier features six side loaded 2M long fully self contained glass A-frame trolleys. These six trolleys are loaded from the drivers side of the truck and locked into place with a twist locking system. This carrier has a full 7M long x 2.4M high glass rack on the left hand side including a 4M front pocket to allow oversized glass to be delivered at the same time as the trolleys.
Our 8.2 M long PLUS seven glass trolley transporter.

This body is mounted to a 6.4M cab chassis for better overall weight distribution. Seven trolleys are loaded from the drivers side of the truck and locked into place with a twist locking system. This carrier has a full 7M long x 2.4M high glass rack on the left hand side including a 4M front pocket to allow oversized glass to be delivered at the same time as the trolleys.
Shown here is our 8.9M long PLUS two glass trolley transporter.

This carrier features two rear mounted 2M long fully self contained glass A-frame trolleys. These two trolleys are loaded from each side of the truck and locked into place with a twist locking system. This carrier has full 6.9M long quad glass racks to allow oversized glass to be delivered at the same time as the trolleys. This body allows for full rear access through container style doors which allows for the 6.9M long double internal racks to be loaded safely.
10M PLUS TWO TROLLEY TRAILER

Our 10M long PLUS two articulated glass trailer and/ or trolley transporter.

This carrier features two front mounted 2M long fully self contained glass A-frame trolleys. These two trolleys are loaded from each side of the truck and locked into place with a twist locking system. This carrier has full 8M long quad glass racks to allow oversized glass and a full product range to be delivered at the same time as the trolleys. This body allows for full rear access through container style doors which allows for the 6.9M long double internal racks to be loaded safely.

GET FULL PRODUCT CATALOGUES ONLINE AT WWW.METALCRAFT.CO.NZ
TROLLEY UNLOADING FORK SYSTEM

Metalcraft transport trolleys are designed to be unloaded from the transporters using end mounted fork lift pockets. This crane mounted fork allows trolleys to be unloaded by using your factory overhead crane system. This system is a quick and safe method for unloading full or empty trolleys.

GET FULL PRODUCT CATALOGUES ONLINE AT WWW.METALCRAFT.CO.NZ
TRANSPORT TROLLEY FEATURES

Metalcraft glass trolleys are fully designed and certified to be craned on and off your transporter and onto sites as required. The glass is retained to the trolleys by using eight Metalcraft secure strap poles. These poles lock into slotted bottom pole retainers and feature non marking rubber sliding blocks.

Transport trolleys can be fitted with end plates that allow the load to be retained within the body of the trolley. End fork lift pockets allow for safe lifting with a forklift or Metalcraft crane fork.

The handles are designed to be folded out of the way so that no damage is caused when lifting with a forklift or Metalcraft crane fork. The frames are fully hot dip galvanized and feature our non marking insert rubber sections.
WE ALSO OFFER A FULL 3D CAD DESIGN PROCESS SPECIALISING IN CUSTOM DESIGNS TO MEET YOUR SITE GLAZING TRUCK NEEDS.

OUR OTHER PRODUCTS

HEAVY GLASS TRANSPORTATION

GLASS STORAGE SYSTEMS

GLASS CUTTING & PROCESSING TABLES

GLASS ONSITE HANDLING PRODUCTS

CRANES & GLASS LIFTING

GLASS PRODUCT DISPLAY SYSTEMS